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Weddings and New Beginnings
BY SHELLY MEYN
When I think of new beginnings, I immediately think of our
daughter and new son-in-law who were married September 24th.
The venue, the ceremony, and my daughter were all beautiful, but
the love that God has for them and offering them a fresh start is
truly amazing. They were college friends who reconnected after 9
years. They both have baggage they could bring into this marriage
however they realize that only through their faith and their love
for one another will they be able to let go of the past and move
on to the future that God intends for them. My husband Myron
and I were the last couple on the dance floor for the anniversary
dance at their wedding,
having celebrated 41 years of
marriage in May. My hope for
my daughter is that some day
that will be them.
As a staff, our hope is that
this issue of UME News
encourages you to consider
where you may need to let go
of the past or accept the gift
of a fresh start that this time
of year brings and begin
again so that you too are the
last couple on the dance
floor.
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New Beginnings
Update from the Executive Couple
In our house, September brings
the beginning of a new school
year,
even
though
our
daughters are grown and out
on their own. It has been like
that for over 30 years. We
embrace it as a new beginning,
a fresh start, and a time of
renewed commitment.
Changes in our family ranged
from new grade levels to new
dance classes & schedules, to
the start of school musical
season, sports, and teaching
assignments. Sometimes these
transitions
included
new
school buildings (elementary to
middle school to high school
to college.)
As a couple, we have also seen
this time as one of new
beginnings and commitment

for our marriage. With schedule
changes comes prioritization of
our activities and interests. We
take the time each fall to look at
our
calendar
and
the
opportunities God has set
before us and review our
priorities for the year. We
consider things such as church
volunteer commitments, Core,
Teaming, Dialogue, serving in
ministry together, and time
away to recharge.
If you haven’t done so yet, take
time this week to review your
priorities. How will you be
spending your time serving in
ministry, growing your marriage
relationship, or serving others?
Peace, Love, and Joy!
Dan & Pat

It is our privilege to announce these new appointments:
Steve and Cheryl Swallow will serve as the Chaircouple of
the Virtual Weekend Task Force.
Jonathan and Tammy Fleischer will serve as the Chaircouple
of the 2025 Celebration Task Force.
Paul and Joyce Ruddell will serve as the Chaircouple of the
newly formed Prayer Committee.
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DAN & PAT VAN VLECK
International Executive Couple

BY DAN & PAT VAN VLECK

DO NOT CONFORM TO
THE PATTERNS OF THIS
WORLD, BUT BE
TRANSFORMED BY THE
RENEWING OF YOUR
MIND. THEN YOU WILL
BE ABLE TO TEST AND
APPROVE WHAT GOD'S
WILL IS- HIS GOOD,
PLEASING AND
PERFECT WILL.
ROMANS 12:2 (NIV)
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From the Desk of the Executive Director
BY STEVE CHAPMAN
As we near the end of 2022 and
reflect on the past several years,
Pam and I can clearly see that as a
result of COVID, many things that
were not even on our minds in
2019 are now part of our norm.
Zoom became a household name.
People that didn’t even know what
video conferencing was had more
Zoom meetings than they could
count. I became a Virtual Reality
user, allowing me to play with my
grandkids in Houston as if we
were standing in the same room.

STEVE & PAM CHAPMAN
MESF Executive Director

Pam and I were able to spend
more quality time together, our
children were more available for
calls than ever before, and we had
fun cooking together.
However, we drifted away from
church fellowship and replaced it
with online service. We drifted
from
having
frequent
get
togethers with family and friends
and replaced them with Zoom and
binge-watching Netflix. We drifted
from taking care of others to
taking care of ourselves. We
drifted. Gary Chapman says we
seldom drift together, most of the
time we drift apart. I see a lot of
this in the UME Family.
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Together with Kendall and Cathy
Thomas, we have created a
Community Event called FIGHTING
THE DRIFT. On Friday night we
have a bonus session called
"Fighting the Drift in Community."
It is for those who want to
reconnect with your UME family. In
this session, Kendall and Cathy
share
an
encouraging
and
challenging message and we close
the session with CORE.
If you, like us, look back over the
past couple of years and find that
you have drifted in your marriage
or are just looking to prevent drift,
our Community event is designed
for you. We provide an overall
picture of your strength areas and
areas poised for growth. We also
cover some tips to improve
Communication, Spiritual intimacy,
and Romance concluding with
some habits for making marriages
thrive. We encourage you to keep
your eyes and your calendars open
to a Community event near you or ask your Community Leadership
to host one. We would love to
have you join us and FIGHT THE
DRIFT!
Blessings,
Steve and Pam
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BOARD UPDATE
The UME MESF Board met in
Louisville, KY, on July 29-31 to
address these items:
The June 2022 financial information
was presented and reviewed. UME
and MESF find themselves in the
same condition as everyone else. The
drop in the stock market, inflation,
and the state of the economy has us
on a watch and see and pray.
However, both organizations are
weathering the storm in a
manageable state. Praise God for
continuing to bless our ministry.
The 2021 Audit was presented and
approved by the Board.
The Executive Director gave several
presentations regarding workflow,
processes, and staff changes as a
result of Paul & Cheryl Hawotte's
retirement. Our staff has adapted
extraordinarily, making changes and
adjustments as needed. The sixmonth evaluation was very positive.

ARE YOU TAKING CARE OF THE SOUL OF YOUR MARRIAGE?
Marriage Encounter has expanded the resources we provide and are
now streaming a monthly podcast: Marriage in Today's World. We focus
on all things marriage - from communication to identifying feelings to
managing the needs of a family. In our most recent episode, hear Rick
and Nancy Kay Grace share about intimacy. They explain that intimacy
is allowing your spouse to see into you at a deeper level. Listen as they
share stories of growing intimacy in their marriage and learn how you
can do the same. Visit www.marriageintodaysworld.com or anywhere you
listen to podcasts. Be sure to subscribe so you won’t miss an episode.

The face-to-face meeting in the
summer focuses primarily on
receiving reports and
recommendations from our
Committees. Annual reports are
presented and aligned with our
Strategic Plan. During this time, the
Board provides directives and
appreciation for the work done. As a
100% volunteer organization, our
Committees are the heartbeat of our
ministry.
Here are some of the approved
recommendations:
1. West Tennessee was approved for
expansion.
2. The policy on Community status
was revised and approved to have
recognized Countries in the future.
continued on page 06....
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Episode 6, Taking Care of the Soul of Your Marriage with
Rick and Nancy Kay Grace
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Fresh Starts and Renewed Commitments
BY KENDALL & CATHY THOMAS
New Year, birthday, new jobs, new
school, anniversary milestones-these
all speak of fresh starts and renewed
commitments. I suppose we all have a
story, perhaps a transforming story.
UME Weekends are notorious for
producing transforming stories.
What is our story? Ed and Betty
Call, who were a preparing UME
Clergy
Couple
and
a
retired
missionary couple from our home
church had been inviting Cathy and I
to attend a weekend for over a year
and a half. We were not interested,
after all we had a “pretty good”
marriage, but that all changed New
Year’s Eve 1998 when my dad
suddenly had a massive heart attack.
His death was a devastating loss. Our
marriage and ministry began to spiral
out of control. We decided to accept
Ed and Betty’s invitation to attend the
Weekend in April 1999.
Before our Weekend, we enjoyed a
healthy relationship with God and
what we judged to be a good
marriage. We loved God’s word,
Scripture came alive as God spoke to
me in my study and prayer time;
however due to this tragic personal
loss, I became angry with God and I
was closed and withdrawn from Him
for several months. I found it difficult
to pray or read God’s Word, which led
to just going through the motions of
a
Spiritual
relationship.
My
relationship to God directly impacted
my relationship to Cathy. We no
longer shared devotions or prayer
time together.
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Communication
was
limited
to
schedules and meals. I now hid my
feelings from her. I felt cold and
isolated and we spent little time with
each other.
I judged Cathy was
disappointed in me. I had angrily
rejected God’s love and was rejecting
the love of my life who was also in
pain. To the world we appeared to be
a happy Christian couple. But inside
we could not share our feelings and
silently pressed on wondering when
our masquerade would be discovered.
I had counseled others in the steps
to heal a wounded heart. But I could
not heal my own. Healing requires
communication.
I
had
stopped
communicating with Cathy. I decided
to risk reaching out to her on our
Weekend by being transparent and
trusting her to lovingly receive my
feelings.

This year we will have teamed 58
Weekends over the last 20 years. And
as we say in Marriage Encounter, we
know, “The best is yet to come.”
Having the “best marriage” instead
of a “good marriage” transforms your
life journey. Being the best husband
or wife is a realistic pursuit and it
can start by going on a Weekend.
Cathy and I invite you to attend
another Weekend, especially if it has
been three to five years since you
were encountered. In life, change is
constant, but new beginnings can
happen at every stage of life and
marriage.

Through the dialogue process I
shared my deep feelings of anger and
hurt and truly listened to Cathy’s
feelings. Being open and vulnerable
with Cathy helped me do the same
with God. I found God was wanting
me to come share my feelings
honestly, to dialogue with Him. Now
our relationship with God and each
other is vibrant and thriving.
We know everyone’s story is
different, perhaps not as dramatic,
but this was our new beginning. A new
beginning that continued to not only
affect our marriage, but our ministry,
church, family, and friends. Cathy and I
began teaming Weekends in 2002.

KENDALL & CATHY THOMAS
Clergy Executive Couple
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Board Update
Continued from page 04 . . .
3. The newly appointed Prayer
Committee is in search of a
Committee Chair couple.
4. Covid19 guidelines were officially
lifted from Communities. Any
adaptations required for safety
purposes in the Community will
need to be communicated with the
Administrative Team couple
assigned to the Weekend.
5. Steve and Cheryl Swallow have
been assigned the chair of the
Virtual Weekend Task Force.
The Board also worked on the
Vision Statement for UME and will
provide a recommendation to the
EC in October.
The Board reviewed the 2023 –
2028 Strategic Plan in detail and
made adjustments. The final
document will be presented to the
EC in October for approval.
Planning will begin on the 50th
Anniversary celebration for UME. It
is planned to be an all-year event.
Dan and Pat Van Vleck will be
making assignments soon.

HAM AND EGGS: DO YOU KNOW THE STORY?
A chicken and a pig were walking
down the street one day and noticed
some poor children who looked as if
they hadn't eaten anything for days.
Moved with compassion, the chicken
said to the pig, "I have an idea! Let's
give those children a nice breakfast
of ham and eggs."
The pig contemplated the
chicken's suggestion and said, "Well,
for you, that would be a DONATION but for me, it would be a SACRIFICE!"
Once a year, we honor couples
whose involvement in UME has had
a positive impact on other married
couples and whose sacrifices have
made UME what it is today.
Two types of couples are eligible
for the Award:
1. The highly visible UME Couple
whose name is easily recognized for
being a Team Couple, former UME
International Board Couple,

Community Executive Couple, Task
Force Chair couple, Celebration Chair
couple, etc.
2. The quiet, dedicated, “behind the
scenes” couple who keeps going and
going (like the Energizer Bunny!) in
their quiet ministry through UME.
Often these couples are known only
in a specific UME Community.
Two other additional Criteria for
receiving the Ham and Eggs Award is
that the couple must have been
encountered for at least ten years
and (according to UME Policy) no
current UME International Board
Couple or Marriage Encounter
Support Foundation Staff member
may receive the award.
If you know a couple like this,
please send their names and story to
info@unitedmarriage.com or to your
local Community Executive Couple
by the October 15 deadline.

CELEBRATION 2022

A huge thank you to all who served on the Celebration 2022 Committee! It
was a wonderful time together celebrating our UME Family.

Copies of the minutes are available
to all members. Send your request
to Austin Newton at
anewton@unitedmarriage.com
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Asia Pacific Update
By Andrew & Jenny Tan
After a two-year hiatus, no thanks
to the Covid-19 pandemic, the
Australia Community roared back
into action in 2022 with much
renewed vigour and passion, to
ensure we could hold a successful
Weekend.

Partly to comply with COVID Safe
requirements, we decided to
search for a new venue with a
larger conference room. Praise
the Lord, we found and settled
with the idyllic named The Hills
Lodge Hotel and Spa, a Tudor-style
boutique hotel popular for
weddings, a most appropriate and
romantic venue for our UME
Weekend for the purposes of
renewing our romance and our
wedding vows.

During this Weekend, we had the
opportunity to pilot many new UME
initiatives:
The conference room settings
were organised to be as COVID
Safe as possible.
We implemented the new
handout arrangement (some
pros and cons on this).
We used new improved Power
Point presentations.
We had a simplified version of
After Glow that turned out to
be so much more intimate, with
so much sharing and positive
testimonies from the Weekend
couples.
Most encouragingly, we have
our own Aussie Clergy Team
Couple in Phillipp and Joy Ross,
teaming for the first time.
6 weeks later, we held a Reunion &
Core at the Tans’ home. 17 couples
attended. It was an afternoon of
much fun and laughter, fellowship
& encouragement, featuring Mark

Gungor's talk on "How Men and
Women Keep Score.” We even
celebrated Phillipp and Joy’s 51st
wedding anniversary, a testament
to their enduring love, a shining
example to all younger couples.
Follow-up
CORE
has
been
scheduled for October, to be
hosted by one of the newly
encountered couples of 2022!
A major event has also
planned in conjunction
Valentine’s Day 2023 Australia’s 10th anniversary.
be
a
Gatsby-themed
targeting at least 70 couples.

been
with
UME
It will
night,

This year, we are most encouraged
and blessed by the amazing
support we received from the
global UME Family. Thank you all,
thank you God!
Andrew and Jenny Tan
Australia Executive Couple

We are so thankful 23 couples
attended the Weekend and
received the gift of rekindled love
for one another.
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THRIVE TOGETHER
Now Available for

a marriage workshop

Your Community
Thrive Together is a one day marriage workshop that is designed to help couples thrive in 5 key areas
of their relationship: Keeping Jesus at the Center of their Relationship, Appreciating each other's
Differences, Communication, Conflict, and Intimacy and Romance. Thrive Together was created for
you to bring to couples in your church or community in order to strengthen marriages, but also as a
promoting and inviting tool for Weekends. MESF has packaged this workshop into a presentation for
facilitation by couples who have been trained in Prepare and Enrich. For more information about
bringing this to your church or community, email Pam Beadle pbeadle@unitedmarriage.com For a
peek into what the workshop entails, visit www.honoringmarriage.com

UME LEGACY

DATE NIGHT GIVE
AWAY WINNERS

United Marriage Encounter
has created a website, UME
Legacy, (www.umelegacy.com)
as an opportunity to honor
marriages that have had a
positive impact on those
around them. Your financial
gift may be made in honor or
in memory of a couple whose
marriage has touched those
around them. Those recently
honored are:

Congratulations to Andre and
Diana
Lamy
from
the
Rochester UME Community
and winners of the THIS or
THAT Date Night Give Away.
Thanks to everyone who
played along and entered to
win. Check page 11 for your
next opportunity to enter the
Date Night Give Away.
(Mike and Brenda Johnson pictured
on one of their THIS or THAT dates)
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JIM AND LAURIE HILL
JIM AND SHARI HARRISON
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COMMUNITY RESOURCES

JON & TAMMY FLEISCHER
CRC CHAIR COUPLE
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Change. Usually it’s a 4 letter
word that makes us cringe, but
this 6 letter word has split more
families, churches, ministries, &
organizations than probably any
other word. Change is hard.
But, life is full of changes
whether we want them to come
or not. Seasons change, kids
grow up, parents fail, and with
each
change
comes
new
beginnings, new starts.
We’ve definitely had our fair
share of new beginnings. Many
of those new beginnings have
come after trying to accomplish
things the way our parents did
or the same way we have always
done it, yet struggling. We have
so many examples of this from
eating habits, to finances, to
raising our kids. We’re sure you
do, too.
Almost 50 years ago, a handful
of couples sat around a table at
the “Salt Mine” in Rochester,
New York with change on their
heart, callouses on their knees,
and pen in hand to give birth to
“United Protestant Expression of
Marriage
Encounter"
which
eventually would become the
“United Marriage Encounter” we
know and love.
Today, couples with new ideas
and fresh perspectives

are doing the same. UME has
already undergone beautiful,
radical
change.
We
have
strengthened our finances and
shored up our foundation; there
have been new committees and
events birthed through prayer
and passion; organization and a
new
dedication
to
communication
is
slowly
bringing us all together; new
Communities are forming, and
with COVID, new technologies
and processes that otherwise
would never have happened
occurring. Each one is a
wonderful, new beginning.
Let’s not stop. Let’s not be
afraid to dig in deep and look at
every nook and cranny in our
ministry.
Let’s
review
all
processes, documents, structures,
outlines, talks, etc. Because
without change, there are no
new beginnings. And without
that new beginning almost 50
years ago in Rochester, there
would have been no United
Marriage Encounter.
We truly love each and every
one of you…all of your ideas…all
of your passions…and most
especially your love for God,
each other, and this ministry.
With many blessings,
Jon and Tammy
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Did you
KNOW?

WE BELIEVE COUPLES DESERVE TO
EXPERIENCE A UME WEEKEND
REGARDLESS OF THEIR ABILITY TO PAY

OMING

OON

Project Equip

C

S

Annual Marriage Builders bridge the
gap for those couples who are
unable to "pay it forward" on their
weekend. They generously provide
ongoing financial support for the
ministry of UME Weekends. Annual
Marriage Builders give monthly,
quarterly, or annually in various
amounts large and small. Would
you consider becoming a bridge
builder and joining our Team of
Annual Marriage Builders?

EMPOWERING OUR MEMBERSHIP +
BUILDING A CAMPAIGN TO DRIVE
BRAND AWARENESS AT UME
CONTACT PAM FOR MORE INFO
PBEADLE@UNITEDMARRIAGE.COM

November 18
UME NEWS
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DATENIGHT GIVEAWAY
DATENIGHT GIVEAWAY
DATENIGHT GIVEAWAY
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